Wydaflo is the Game Changer in the Shower Tray Industry!

Solution and Benefits
The problem of misalignment drains is solved within the Wydaflo Shower Tray itself.
Through the Transparent Wydaflo Shower Tray, installers can totally see where to fit the future drain.
The shower tray is adjustable in relation to rigid pipework and the walls which saves time and money for everyone.
The Wydaflo shower tray inserts can come in a variety of colors to match the current bathroom decor.
The tray has no messy grates to clean or dirty pipework visible through the grate.
The outer tray can be fitted and left until the house or job is finished. The centre portion can be installed at a later date allowing tilers / plumbers /
painters to stand on the floor inside the tray.
Wydaflo shower trays make it convenient for tradesman for timing and final installing.
The tray is injection molded using high strength A.B.S making it far superior to vacuum molded / fiberglass products.

Competition and Retail Pricing of Shower Trays
When people learn that for the same price of an average shower tray and they can get the Wydaflo model, there becomes only one
choice! Never have to worry about misaligned drains again. The cost savings and time are invaluable.

International Patents, Trademarks & Proprietary Rights
Wydaflo has Patents granted in China, New Zealand and Australia. Trademarks have recently been activated in
America and Europe’s 38 convention countries, including Hong Kong. The Patents for Wydaflo cover the concept
of the adjustable waste, hence the product is not restricted to only shower trays, baths and spas.

Milestones
Tooling for the 900mm x 900mm tray and Stainless-Steel Insert is complete. All tooling costs are up to date.
Wydaflo shower trays have been made and are in China for ease of shipping to prospective customers.
The Patent and Trademark Portfolio is up to date. Wydaflo will continue to apply for further Patents and Trademarks.
The Chinese team have been trained from production through to delivery, FOB Shanghai. Packaging and product
quality control procedures are in place.
Stainless steel inserts for the 900mm x 900mm tray are tooled ready for production. Additionally, a low-profile
prototype of the stainless-steel tray has been developed.
The Project Engineer has completed drawings for a 1200mm x 900mm plastic tray and stainless-steel tray. Quotes for
tooling of the 1200mm x 900mm tray have been acquired from the manufacturer.
Website and marketing plan are engaged.
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